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Abstract 

The advancement in micro-electronics and computing in the last decades have been            
remarkable. We propose to evaluate and develop the possibility of evolving and            
improving the existing nuclear science research workflow based on these advances.           
Specifically, we propose to prototype components of streaming readout and explore           
appropriate associated data models. The data model also must be appropriate for            
processing-intensive analyses of multi-dimensional correlations in nuclear physics data.         
This development will be done in such a way as to 1) evaluate and quantify the                
possibilities and limitations of this approach with current hardware/software and          
identify where further developments are needed 2) produce a prototype tool kit of             
hardware and software solutions that could be applied separately and in the short-term             
at Jefferson Lab and elsewhere.  

1.0 Summary of Proposal 
1.1 Description of Project 

Experiments in Nuclear Physics have unique requirements on their data          
acquisition and computing due to the multiple channel and multi-dimensional          
challenges in their measurements. While there have been remarkable advances          
in microelectronics capabilities, computing, and data science over the last          
decade, the research model of Nuclear Physics has not changed for many            
decades. With the start of the 12 GeV Science Program and the ongoing design              
of the Electron-Ion Collider in mind, we it is useful to investigate whether and              
how the technological advantages of the last decade can be applied to            
fundamentally improve the research model of Nuclear Physics. We propose an           
exploratory study on three levels:  

● We would like to rethink the way measurements are compared to theory            
and would like to examine the capabilities of an event level analysis            
taking the multi-dimensional correlations in the data fully into account.  

● We would like to rethink the way experimental data are handled and            
would like to identify ways to speed up the analysis of the data in the               
context of an event level analysis.  

● We would like to rethink the way we read detectors and assemble the             
detector data into events and would like to investigate the capabilities of            
streaming readout in view of an event level analysis.  

1.2 Expected Results 
Our exploratory study will provide guidance for models for accelerating          
discovery science in Nuclear Physics and will result in a prototype system for an              
integrated start to end system from detector read out through analysis that            
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utilizes streaming readout and machine learning. The insights gained by the           
study are intended not only to inform the design of new experiments at Jefferson              
Lab, including the upcoming Electron-Ion Collider but also the R&D at user            
institutions. The tool kit provides a simple but flexible integrated data           
acquisition and real-time analysis system demonstrating seamless data        
processing from the data acquisition to the analysis and the capability of machine             
learning approaches for automated anomaly detection and calibrations.  

2.0 Proposal Narrative 
2.1 Purpose/Goals 

Data acquisition at Jefferson Lab has been continuously evolving during the            
almost quarter century that the CEBAF accelerator has been delivering         
beam. Trends in software architecture, computing, networking, and electronics        
[1, 2], when extrapolated into the future lead us to believe affordable technology             
will allow us to explore data acquisition architectures that are currently not            
exploited at this laboratory but would be of great benefit. One such architecture             
is streaming readout where, although filtered to remove noise and suppress          
zeros, the data is not filtered by a physics trigger [3-5]. Parallel streams of time               
stamped data are stored and physics results extracted in software. One challenge            
with such a system is to develop algorithms and  techniques that allow the data              
to be cataloged and the physics content extracted as efficiently as possible. This             
will be the focus of this project.  

Every data acquisition system combines hardware and software to digitize           
signals from the detector and transport the resulting data to online analysis and             
storage for further offline processing. The boundary between online and offline           
is fluid and it’s position is  very much dependent upon the technology available           
when the system architecture is developed. For example, experiments at the           
LHC [6-8] are now implementing major upgrades to handle the expected           
luminosity upgrade. As far as data integrity is concerned the ideal system would            
measure every signal and provide all data as parallel  time sequenced data            
streams, this is called streaming readout. Presently, the data bandwidth          
requirements for high luminosity experiments have made such a system          
impractical for the majority of experiments. The systems developed by the           
currently operating 12 GeV detectors compromise by making use of fast, and            
complex, trigger systems to reject data based on physics criteria. Technology           
advances are making streaming readout an increasingly attractive architecture         
in terms of features that would improve the physics output and total cost of              
ownership of the system.  A trigger-less, streaming, read-out system moves the           
trigger decision into software, either online, or, if data rates allow, even offline.             
This removes many constraints on the experiment design and enables the use            
high-level information, e.g. the results of track finding, in the selection criteria. If             
the physics selection can be pushed into the offline mode, it enables            
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post-data-taking change of the selection criteria and powerful data mining          
campaigns, e.g., in searches for new physics. The overall design, and especially            
the design of the interface between hardware and software, needs study to            
achieve the optimal benefits.  

Not only does streaming readout change the system architecture but also the             
data model. A trigger based system generates a linear sequence of data units             
each of which represents an event in the detector and is indexed by event              
number. A streaming readout generates a two (or more) dimensional data           
format where one dimension is time but the others are, for example, detector             
and channel. The software that reconstructs the physics event from the data will             
work with time windows within which an event's data will be found rather than              
the more rigid event-by-event format. The value of such a system is that  the             
user is not forced to reject online data that may later prove to be of use. Also, the                  
streaming online system is much simpler and more fault tolerant which makes           
better use of beam time. Eventually, a streaming readout system will allow           
seamless data processing from the data acquisition to the analysis and an            
integrated design of a detector readout - analysis system.  

In the first two years of the LDRD project, we will take existing hardware,               
developed for the current generation of experiments, as a test bed to determine             
the critical parameters needed for streaming readout and develop a prototype           
for a real time analysis of streaming data. We will identify areas that require              
further research and gain valuable experience in the use of streaming readout           
that has not been used at this laboratory. In the third and final year of the LDRD                 
project, we will provide a standalone, small-scale streaming readout system          
intended not only for the design of new experiments at Jefferson Lab but also for               
the detector R&D at user institutions that would benefit from a flexible data             
acquisition and real-time analysis system with automated anomaly detection         
and calibrations.  

 

2.2 Approach/Methods 
2.2.1. Streaming readout hardware and tests 

This work will take advantage of existing hardware that can be reconfigured,            
via firmware changes, to work in streaming readout mode. Ideally hardware           
would be designed with streaming readout in mind and optimized for cost and             
performance. This work will provide, as a deliverable, the system parameters           
that can be used as a starting point for a future “next generation” of hardware               
custom designed to operate in streaming mode.  

Streaming readout has the potential to generate a volume of data that would be              
impossible to store with technologies available in the near future. To mitigate            
this a streaming readout system must be able to scale to handle data volume but               
also provide techniques for data compression, for example by suppressing empty           
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channels. This work will demonstrate that streaming readout is feasible at scales            
that correspond to future experiments and provide information on viable data           
reduction techniques. 

The key difference between a streaming system and more conventional data           
acquisition is that the data consists of parallel streams of time stamped data.             
Adding timestamps to each data word from every detector channel would           
significantly inflate the data volume. An important aspect of a streaming system            
is an efficient way of packing the data into the stream that allows the timestamp               
for a data value to be derived without having to explicitly tag every value. This               
work will allow the investigation of data formats and lead to a common format              
that can be used so that all devices and software interoperate.  

Traditional readout systems generate a time ordered sequence of events,          
identified by event number, that are stored linearly in files on disk and tape. A               
streaming system generates a multi-dimensional data set of which two          
dimensions are time and detector. The optimum method for storage and retrieval            
of such data is something that requires investigation. This work will provide            
critical parameters that will be needed for the development of a           
multi-dimensional data storage system.  

2.2.2. Streaming event software  
Streaming readout systems have specific needs with regard to software. With           

more functionality of the readout system defined by software, the quality control            
and stability of the system are of high importance. Additionally, the added            
flexibility of the hardware needs to be matched by a flexible software design.  

To facilitate (re)usability, flexibility and scaling of the software design, we           
divide the software into layers, in which higher layers build on lower layers,             
adding more complex features. The lowest levels specify things like on-wire or            
on-disk data formats, mid layers add features like autoconfiguration and slow           
control, with the highest levels include online monitoring and real-time analysis.  

In the initial phase of the LDRD project, we will focus on the higher levels and                
investigate the data handling for streamed events and explore ways to speed up             
the analysis. Our prototype will be based on the ZeroMQ messaging library. We             
will work with ZeroMQ as an event source that can be easily fanned out to any                
number of sinks, and modified along the way by analysis modules for data             
quality, calibrations, reconstruction etc.. The analysis modules, e.g., for         
automated calibrations or anomaly detection in the data, will take advantage of            
machine learning algorithms. 

In a later phase of the LDRD project, we will determine how the ZeroMQ              
events can be formed from the low level detector information and work on an              
event builder. As part of the system integration, we will also adapt existing data              
acquisition software at Jefferson Lab for the basic control of a streaming readout             
system.  
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2.3 Specific Location of Work 
The center of work will be Jefferson Lab. Office and lab space as well as               

administrative support will be provided by the Experimental Nuclear Physics          
Division. The INDRA facility in the ground floor of the CEBAF Center will be              
available as lab space. The facility is equipped with tools and equipment            
electronics fabrication and testing, and with a selection of data acquisition related            
hardware that can be made available for the LDRD project. There is also a high               
speed network switch that connects to a dedicated data acquisition software           
development and testing compute cluster in the Jefferson lab data center. These            
computing facilities will also be available for the LDRD project. The software            
work will be carried out by Markus Diefenthaler (EIC2) and Eric Pooser (Halls             
A/C) in collaboration with  Jan Bernauer (EIC Streaming Readout Consortium).  

2.4 Anticipated Outcomes/Results 
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2., we have defined the scope of our LDRD project and the                

deliverables of our work. In the list below, we summarize the deliverables and             
group them for fiscal years 2019 - 2021.  

 
FY19:  
In the first quarter, we completed the hardware and software design of our first              
prototype system and have begun its implementation. In the second quarter, we            
installed our prototype system in the Facility for Innovation in Nuclear Data            
Readout (INDRA). The hardware and initial firmware and software versions are           
ready and we have started to test data transfer modes in the prototype system. In               
December 2018, we organized with the EIC Streaming Readout Consortium the           
“Streaming Readout III” workshop at Christopher Newport University and the          
INDRA facility that was well-attended and well-received. The focus of the third            
and fourth quarters will be on detailed tests of data transfer, improvements to             
firmware and network software, and on adding functionality that will allow to            
monitor the streamed data in real time. This will conclude our studies on             
determining critical system parameters needed for next generation electronic         
boards and on determining the protocol stack for the data transfer. The software             
we are developing will represent a prototype for a modular, real time analysis of              
streamed data.  
 
FY20:  

❏ Work on streaming readout hardware: 
❏ demonstrate scalable performance of a streaming readout 

❏ Work on analysis software: 
❏ automated data quality monitoring using machine learning 
❏ automated calibrations for real-time analysis  

❏ Q1 
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❏ Demonstrate scalable performance of a streaming readout 
Measure performance of initial streaming readout system (FY19), 
identify critical parameters for network and software performance, 
and start improving the network and software scalability.  

❏ Automated calibrations for real-time analysis Write calibration for 
initial streaming readout system in the following detector setup: 
GEM plane and hodoscopes.  

❏ Q1–Q2 
❏ Automated data quality monitoring using machine learning 

Adapt ML algorithm (https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.00835) to 
automatically find differences between data taking periods and test 
approach in various configurations.  

❏ Q2–Q3 
❏ Demonstrate scalable performance of a streaming readout Add 

additional streaming readout channels, e.g., by adding an 
additional detector or FPGA cards, and show scalability. Tests will 
challenge network and software scalability and drive software 
R&D.  

❏ Automated calibrations for real-time analysis R&D: Explore 
various approaches for automatizing calibrations based on Q1 
software and using data quality monitoring from Q2–Q3.  

❏ Q4 
❏ Automated calibrations for real-time analysis Test automated 

calibrations by varying detector settings.  

FY21:  
❏ Work on streaming readout hardware: 

❏ determine critical system parameters needed for storage 
❏ Work on  streaming readout hardware and analysis software:  

❏ Complete prototype system for an integrated start to end system          
from detector read out through analysis that is based on streaming           
readout and machine learning and that can be used in short-term at            
Jefferson Lab and elsewhere.  

3.0 VITA (Lead Scientist) 
Markus Diefenthaler received a Ph.D. in physics from Friedrich-Alexander         

University Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) for his research at the HERMES         
experiment at DESY. In his thesis research, he analyzed single-spin and           
double-spin asymmetries in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) off a         
transversely polarized proton target. Among his thesis results are the          
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observation of the naïve-time-reversal odd Sivers effect in DIS and the study of             
the effects of transversity. For his postdoctoral research, Markus joined the           
Nuclear Physics group at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He           
played a key role in the construction and commissioning of the SeaQuest            
experiment at Fermilab. The SeaQuest collaboration continues a series of          
Drell-Yan measurements to explore the antiquark content of the nucleon and to            
study the modifications to nucleon structure when the nucleon is embedded into            
a nucleus. In 2015, Markus joined Jefferson Lab as a staff scientist to further              
develop the science program of the Electron Ion Collider (EIC) and work on the              
conceptual design of the frontier Nuclear Physics facility. He is leading EIC            
Software initiatives and has initiated various projects in the interplay of           
computer science and nuclear physics. As part of the 12 GeV Science program, he              
is studying transverse-momentum dependent (TMD) observables to image        
quarks and gluons and their interactions.  

4.0 Budget Explanation 
The “Evaluation and Development of Algorithms and Techniques for         

Streaming Detector Readout” requires expertise on data acquisition and data          
science. The labor costs listed in our budget sheet are for Markus Diefenthaler             
(10%, EIC2) and Eric Pooser (50%, Halls A/C).  

The material and supply costs are for buying incidental hardware that would            
be used for testing, and possibly purchasing a few bench top type of test              
equipment to support near future detector testing.  

The travel budget will be used to support the travel of Jan Bernauer (RBRC,              
SBU) and other experts to Jefferson Lab.  
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